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Abstract

The Norwegian Post and Telecommunications Authority (NPT) will
launch

an

online

tool

for

evaluation

of

the

end-users'

Internet

connections based on active measurements between end-users and a
measurement server located at the NIX. In this paper we study existing
active measurement tools with respect to their features and precision.
The experiments showed that challenges exists for some of the tools
when the bandwidth is higher than 12 Mbit/s, when the bandwidth is
not asymmetric, and when JavaScript or Flash is used.

1

Background

The majority of Norwegian households have access to a broadband Internet
connection today [15]. The Internet service providers are continuously increasing
the data rates of their broadband products in the erce competition for customers.
Bandwidth and price have become the most important selling pitch, and the
operators are constantly trying to surpass each other. They all claim to deliver
connections with a certain capacity, but the specications are not uniform and
often quite vague. Up to is a term that is commonly used by the Internet service
providers when the capacity of broadband products are specied.
The usage of the private Internet connection has undergone a change as the typical
contents communicated have developed from simple web pages to larger quantities
of data and contents with real-time requirements. This development increases the
users' demands related to the quality of the Internet connection. Customers are
interested in getting the connection quality they pay for, and also be able to check
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whether this is the case or not. This raises a need for reliable broadband test tools.
There exists numerous online tools for broadband evaluation today, and this is a
popular service provided by many dierent web pages.
The Norwegian Post and Telecommunications Authority (NPT) will develop and
release an online tool for evaluation of the end-users' Internet connections. This
work is inspired by the establishment of such a tool in Sweden where The Swedish
Post and Telecom Agency (PTS) was participating. NTP's concern is that online
tools are nanced by advertisement and that commercial interests may aect how
the test results are presented to the end-users, that the test servers usually are
located in non-neutral locations producing biased test results and that the test
tool principle and quality is unknown. Hence, NTP will launch a non-commercial
tool in 2009 with measurement servers at neutral locations in the Internet.

We

will refer to this service as NPT Broadband Test Tool (NBTT).
The numerous tools that already exist for broadband evaluation are either based
on active or passive measurement techniques [13]. Passive techniques only observe
the real-trac on the link, while active techniques actively insert articial trac
to measure the link capacity. Both techniques have their strengths and weaknesses
and in this paper we focus on tools based on active measurement techniques since
the NBTT is an active measurement tool. Most tools focus on up- and download
data rates measured on dierent protocol layers.

Other aspects associated with

a broadband connection are also important, and dierent users and applications
have dierent requirements.
In this paper the main objective is to analyze and benchmark the existing tools.
This paper presents the key ndings from our master thesis [7]. Section 2 provides
a brief overview over performance metrics and a selection of online and standalone tools that can be applied for assessment of these properties. In Section 3
benchmarking of the tools provides a better insight in how the tools perform
in practice, and relate to how the planned NBTT will evaluate the broadband
capacity.

In Section 4 the paper is closed with a summary and a look into the

future for potential further development of NTP's test tool.

2

Broadband Test Tools

The network performance metrics that are considered in this paper include;
connectivity (ability to connect to ISP), delay (round trip time), jitter (variation
in delay), loss ratio, throughput, utilization, available bandwidth (current) and
capacity bandwidth (maximum in contract). The broadband test tool considered
includes

online

tools (accessed through web) and

stand-alone

tools (installed).
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Table 1 shows the online broadband test tools reviewed in this paper and a
comparison of some of the key attributes. All the tests tools measure download
and upload bandwidth and round trip time (RTT) except the Speedometeret.
Speedometeret from ITavisen (aka Surfometeret @ Aller Internet) is a very simple
bandwidth test which measures the download and upload rate at the application
layer (HTTP). The actual throughput is underestimated since only the size of
the transmitted le, and not the total amount of transmitted data is included.
Time used to transfer a le over HTTP cannot be used to determine how the
connection behaves when used with other types of applications like streaming, VoIP
or other.

Furthermore, the Speedometeret does not measure the

RTT

/latency,

which is an important parameter even in web surng performance evaluation. A
user is most likely not satised with a connection with a large bandwidth but
with poor responsiveness.

Bredbandskollen and Speedtest also use HTTP. We

have analyzed these tools with Wireshark [6] and found that they operate almost
identically, except in the location of the test servers.

MySpeed and Network

Diagnosis Tool (NDT) both use TCP and measure the TCP goodput directly. This
is less application dependent than HTTP (however, assumes TCP and not UDP)
and will provide a slightly better accuracy in comparison with Speedometeret.
Common for all test tools is that the bandwidth estimates are based on transfer

of data/time.
bandwidth,

This assumes that the transfer instantly utilizes 100 % of the

which is not the case in TCP, see Figure 1(a) that illustrates

how a TCP connection acquires bandwidth over time as a result of TCP
congestion mechanism (slow-start).
be underestimated.

In the slow-start period the bandwidth will

The tools we have evaluated solve this in dierent ways.

Speedometeret, Bredbandskollen and Speedtest do a pre-calculation of speed and
capacity and select an appropriate transfer le size. In addition Bredbandskollen
and Speedtest use a

sliding average

that eciently eliminates the slow-start error

by only including the last part of the download in the calculations.

MySpeed

and NDT operate on the TCP layer and have dened transfer times of 8 and 10
seconds, respectively. Both these solutions prevent the slow-start in messing up
the result. The JavaScript version of Speedometeret only downloads a predened
picture le. The problem is that a xed le size is applicable only for a specic
range of bandwidth capacities. To illustrate the eects the le size may have on
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Figure 1: TCP's slow-start mechanism inuences the bandwidth estimation
the reported bandwidth we used the Iperf [9] tool on computers connected to the
network at NTNU. The Iperf client and server should in theory have a 100 Mbit/s
Internet connection. We used an Iperf server in Oslo inside the UNINETT network.
To measure the bandwidth between the server and client we rst ran an Iperf test
for 20 seconds. This reported a bandwidth of 92,029 Mbit/s. Then we ran Iperf
tests with dened transfer sizes from 128 KB up to 15 MB. The results of these
tests are plotted in gure 1(b). The bandwidth reported in the 20 seconds test, are
shown with the dashed line. Our experiment shows that adjustment of download
size in accordance with the bandwidth of the connection is essential.
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In addition to the online tools, we have studied a selection of active standalone measurement tools. They are all analyzed with Wireshark. The evaluated
stand-alone tools, except Abget, are all using either TCP, UDP or ICMP. Table
2 summarizes the stand-alone tools.
protocols are listed.

The performance metrics and supported

Neither of the tools assess all aspects of a broadband

connection.
Ping [14] is an excellent tool for checking the bidirectional connectivity from one
host to another. Ping measure the

RTT

sending

ICMP

packets. In a controlled

environment, ping has reported high precision in order of 0.1 ms in Linux[1], but
ICMP might get blocked or delayed by the operator, or experience that the end
host is not responding to these messages in a timely manner. Ping is also applied
for loss ratio estimation. Ping records the number of packets sent, and number of
received responses, where the dierence is the experienced loss. Ping sends ICMP
packets regularly and will not necessary reect the loss experienced by the users
both due to dierence in trac pattern and protocol type. Traceroute [17] uses
ping repeatedly with increasing Time To Live (TTL) and is a tool for nding the
path traversed by packets through the network. TPTEST uses ping to measure the

RTT

, jitter and loss rate and presents the results in its own graphical user interface,

which is the same as ping without the option of specifying any parameters, such
as message size or the number of probe packets.
Iperf and Netperf [12] measure the loss probability by UDP. This is a better than
ICMP because

UDP

is often used to transmit loss- and time-sensitive information.

Both Iperf and Netperf allow the user to dene the content of the messages,

which makes it possible to use these tools to mimic application layer protocols.
Iperf, Netperf and TPTEST are all tools which can be used to measure the Bulk
Transfer Capacity (BTC), i.e. a paths ability to transfer large les. While Iperf
and Netperf are applications which allows (or requires) the user to set-up its own
server, TPTEST depends on the pre-established TPTEST-servers. For advanced
network debugging and performance tuning it is essential to be able to dene both
hosts in the end-to-end path being evaluated.

The server location is important

and will aect the obtained results. A user located in Norway running a

BTC

test

to a server located in Sweden will measure the capacity for the whole path.

achievable bandwidth
TCP
Available bandwidth

Iperf and Netperf can be applied to measure the

(i.e

maximum capacity over TCP or UDP) through either (i) use of multiple

sessions at the same time to give the application a higher share of the pathcapacity, or (ii) use of

UDP

for transport.

can be measured

with tools like abget and pathload. The motivation for these tools is to estimate
a paths' available bandwidth, and to be as little intrusive as possible.

The

available bandwidth is useful for applications over UDP to adjust their sending
rate.

Pathload is a fast and accurate available bandwidth estimation tool [10].

In Pathload the sender transmits periodic

UDP

to the receiver at a certain rate.

Abget has another approach where the client is able to estimate the available
bandwidth to any web server on the Internet holding a le with a suitable size.
The idea is to make available bandwidth estimation as easy as ping and traceroute.
Abget is able to do this because this tool modies the

ACKs

TCP

behavior and utilize

, but requires root privileges and is dependent on libraries that only are

available on UNIX based systems.

3

Evaluation of Tools

Several tools were introduced in previous section. In this section benchmarking
of dierent online broadband test tools is conducted and cross-validated against
Iperf-measurements towards a server located at the Norwegian Interchange Point

NIX

(

). The test setup is shown in Figure 2.

experiments

repeated

ten

times.

The

Test

The tests consist of independent
Computer

connects

through

a

Bandwidth Limit Server, which operates as a network bridge that acts as a packet
rate limiter.

This enables us to emulate

change the bandwidth capacity.

ADSL

broadband connections and to

A few of the existing rate limiter tools were

tested, including Trac Shaper XP Client [3], NetLimiter [16], Trickle [4] and
Wonder Shaper [8]. Unfortunately, we found them to be inaccurate, unstable and
to deliver unpredictable results. Their common problem is that they operate in
user mode, which add extra variable delay and CPU scheduling problems.

For

Iperf-nix

Bandwidth test 1

Bandwidth test 2

Iperf-loc

Internet

Bandwidth test n

Test Computer
Bandwidth Limit Server

Figure 2: Functional overview of the Test Setup.

our testing, we need a rate limiter that allows us to limit the total trac rate
to a specied rate, whether it is one ow or multiple simultaneous ows. So, we
congured a Linux server as a network bridge, see Figure 3, and used the Linux
based tool

tc

[2]. This is a tool used to congure the Trac Control module in

the Linux kernel. This tool enables us to shape the trac to a specied rate in
a random early detection (RED) queue discipline [5]. The server uses a queue in

1

both directions , which will add some extra delay to the sent and received packets.

Rate Limited

drop

Interface 2

Interface 1

.

Rate Limited

drop

Figure 3: Network interfaces of the Bandwidth Limit Server.

The test results are aected by many factors in the test setup. The Internet has
many competing users producing
contention. If the

rate limit
TCP

cross trac

technique is inaccurate this could aect the results

queue discipline
protocol layers

and might lead to a wrong conclusion.
makes it easier for

that will cause temporal resource

The

ows to adapt to the available rate.

perform measurements on dierent

is

RED

which

The test tools

which make the cross validation

inaccurate. The Test Computer and its network connection might be busy with
parallel processing tasks or network trac. We have used passive monitoring to
ensure that we know when this happens. The location of the

broadband test server

will inuence the accuracy. We experienced this problem with the MySpeed server.

1 Also

NextGenTel uses queues in both directions for their ADSL subscribers.

Problems with

poor cables

and

unreliable switches

might cause problems like high

loss probability and varying bandwidth. To evaluate the dierent online test tools
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Figure 4: Rate deviation from Iperf-nix in kbit/s.
we connected our Test Computer to the Internet and executed each broadband
test-tools

ten

times at dierent rates. By running each tool multiple times at each

rate we ensure that transient capacity changes on the Internet should not inuence
the nal result too much. The tested rates are 400 kbit/s, 800 kbit/s, 1600 kbit/s,
3200 kbit/s, 6400 kbit/s and 12800 kbit/s in both upload and download direction.
To nd the actual

TCP

goodput we have established two Iperf-test servers. One

server is located locally (Iperf-loc), on the same switch as the Bandwidth Limit

Server, while the other, Iperf-nix, is located near

NIX

as illustrated in gure 2. The

Iperf-nix server gives a natural location of a bandwidth test-tool, at/or nearby a
neutral exchange point on the Internet. We use this server to calibrate our results
and all other tools are compared with Iperf-nix. The Iperf-loc is used to verify the
results reported by Iperf-nix and ensures that nothing else disturbs our results.
Figure 4 shows how much each tool deviates on average from Iperf-nix in kbit/s.
Most tools underestimate the bandwidth, except Bredbandskollen and Speedtest,

2

which seem to overestimate the download rate . When we increase the rates to
6400 kbit/s and above, we see that Speedometeret, Speedtest and Bredbandskollen
really start to underestimate the upload rate. We think this is because these tools
are designed for asymmetric bandwidths where they assume that the upload rate
is much smaller than the download rate and too little data is sent. Speedometert
completes its upload test at the highest rate in just 0.6 seconds which is an
indication that a too small amount of data is used.

The gure also illustrates

that Speedometeret generally measures almost the correct value with a little
underestimation. We think this is because Speedometeret uses

HTTP

to perform

the bandwidth test without accounting for the overhead, and thus actually measure
the

HTTP

payload throughput.

MySpeed underestimates the highest rate.

We

suspect that this is a result of the server location which is far away from the
Norwegian backbone, and we have to pass links of 2.5 Gbit/s to reach the MySpeed
server in Ålesund.
Many more tests have been conducted and more results details of the test plans
can be found in [7]. Important ndings include:
1. Speedometeret JavaScript - JavaScript timing issues make the JavaScript
version of Speedometeret less accurate than the Java based version.

This

has clearly been veried by the download result in Figure4(a) and more
results in [7].

The deviation in kbit/s measured compared with Iperf-nix

gets worse as the download rate increases.
2. High Speed Download Testing - As more and more subscribers get higher and
higher download rates, it is becoming more important that the broadband
evaluation tools can handle these increased rates. This has been tested for
20 Mbit/s, 40 Mbit/s and 60 Mbit/s in Figure 5. The tools handle the high
rates fairly well except Speedometeret which underestimates the 60 Mbit/s
connection with 12 %.

MySpeed cannot be applied at high rates, e.g., it

reported 22 Mbit/s on a 100 Mbit/s link. Bredbandskollen underestimates

2 To

verify that Speedtest and Bredbandskollen actually gets a higher bandwidth we performed
bandwidth measurements against Iperf-nix, Speedtest and Bredbandskollen at our private ADSLconnection (NextGenTel). We found the same "overestimation" in these measurements. This
veries that our Bandwidth Limit Server works like it should.

the bandwidth with 0,86 % at the highest rate probably because the server
is in Sweden.

0%
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2%
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4%
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6%
8%
10%
12%
14%

Figure 5: Percentage deviation from Iperf-nix download rate.

3. Flash Upload Bandwidth Issues - During our testing we discovered that the
Mozilla Flash plug-in has some performance issues with high speed upload

3

rates. The problem seems to be related to the Windows Flash plug-in

used

by Opera and Firefox. Figure 6 shows the measured upload rates for dierent
browsers and operating systems when our Test Computer was connected
to a 100 Mbit/s access and executed the Bredbandskollen test tool.

The

upload rates are signicantly lower for Firefox and Opera on the Windows
platform, than for Internet Explorer in Windows and Firefox in Linux. This
has been conrmed in a parallel study by Artur Janc master thesis [11]. This
limitation with the Flash plug-in must be taken in to consideration when
designing a broadband test tool that should support high speed clients.

4

Closing Remarks

We have in this paper tested dierent tools end-users can use to evaluate their
broadband access.

Generally we have seen that most of the tools are able to

measure the download rate rather accurately up to 12,8 Mbit/s. When we tested
the tools at higher download rates (20 Mbit/s, 40 Mbit/s and 60 Mbit/s) we found
that Speedtest and Bredbandskollen handled these rates well. The evaluation also
showed that server location is important.

MySpeed server located in Ålesund

failed to measure bandwidths above 20 Mbit/s. The evaluation of Speedometeret

3 Both

Shockwave Flash v9.0 and v10.0 r22 (Mozilla Version) had the same problems
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Figure 6: Obtained upload rate with Flash in various browsers.

JavaScript showed that JavaScript is not a good choice for measuring bandwidth.
We also discovered upload bandwidth issues with the Windows version of the Flash
plug-in for Mozilla for high-speed upload rates. The NPT plans to use the same
test engine for NBTT as used by Bredbandskollen and Speedtest, and we can
thus expect that the obtained results for this service will be close to the results
obtained by these tools. Overall we think most of the available tools perform well
for common bandwidth rates today. For higher rates, especially upload rates, there
is still some room for improvements.
The planned NBTT will be based on the measurement engine used by both
Bredbandskollen and Speedtest. Because of this we can expect that NBTT will
perform equivalent to these services. Because NBTT is planned to be located at
optimal locations in the Norwegian Internet infrastructure we should also assume
that the results will be slightly more accurate and the service will provide less
variations in the obtained results.

Since NBTT will be developed in Flash, we

should also be aware that NBTT will have the same high speed upload bandwidth
issues demonstrated for Bredbandskollen shown in gure 6.
The NBTT will start with only one test server but should be extended to multiple
servers in order to account for dierences due to ISP domains and geographically
distributed users. Multiple servers are also required to test network neutrality. It
is also recommended that the tool should be able to acquire details about price
and bandwidth guarantees directly from the host ISP when a user conduct the
bandwidth test. Furthermore, it is found to be useful to dene user proles that
describe the services and its performance attributes to be able to specify and
customize test pattern in the future development of NBTT.
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